March 3, 2006

WEEKLY REPORT

• Çağlar ATA
This week is the first week in team. I had to know much about the project and my friends so we had a meeting. They showed me the demo prepared in the first term. So in this week I mainly read the first semester documents and gained information from my colleagues. I have installed the CVS, but because of permissions I couldn’t reach the department.

• Aysun BAŞÇETİNÇELİK
This week I haven’t done much. I have searched for a few human models but I could not find a suitable one. I have made an arrangement with a friend who will show me how to make animated models, with Poser. Also, I have installed WinCVS but I think I haven’t made the setup correctly, thus it did not work.

• Cemal Acar ERKEK
  o Complete the web site, organize the code of it.
  o Set up the cvs program, connected and examined it.

• Mennan GÜDER
This week, I looked for the ways of animating a 3D object. For this purpose I have examined 3D studio max and Milkshake. Also I have tired to learn CVS usage.

• Çağil ÖZTÜRÜK
I run the wincvs program and trained it. I also studied to code in ogre without using example application program; since we used exampleApplication.h in our prototype program.